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The field of time and frequency standards is highly dynamic with active research on the
techniques that will lead to the next several generations of standards. In parallel with
the development of laboratory standards is the technology of time dissemination. This
paper briefly reviews the techniques that will lead to the next 5 orders of magnitude
improvement in the realization of the SI unit of time.
Introduction
The current definition of the second is based on the frequency of the ground-state
hyperfjne transition in cesium. It can now be realized with an accuracy betiqr thur 1 part
Also, we have systems that can provide a precision of 1 part in 10 in a one
in 10
second measurement and the precision gets better linearly with increased measur-nt
t-.
This makes time and its inverse. frequency. unique in our system of units with respect to
both the ease and the degree with which they can be measured accurately.

.

The existing primary Standards are based on magnetically state-selected. atomic-beam.
magnetic-resonance spectrometers[ll. The technology is basically the same as that
originally developed by Stemlll, Rabi[3], and R.msey[41, and after more than 30 years of
engineering refinements probably will not yield a great deal m r e accuracy. Eowever, far
from being static, the science and technology of atomic physics that will lead to advanced
time standards is highly dynamic. Already, within the limits of on-going laboratory
experiments, it is possible to talk with some certainty about the next four generations of
time f p d a r d s . These new standards could extend the accuracy limits to the order of parts
in 10 or better.
A necessary adjunct to these standards is the ability to c o m i c a t e time and frequency to

the users. Potential accuracy is of little consequence if it is available only in the
standards laboratory. Fortunately, the technology for time dissemination is advancing as
fast as standards capability. This paper w i l l briefly outline these developing standards
and dissemination technologies. and give references to m r e complete discussions.
Before we proceed, however, a discussion of the uses of this extreme accuracy may be in
order. Time and frequency can be measured lo6 to lo9 times more accurately than mOst other
units. How can all of this precision and accuracy be useful, and how can we possibly need
more? Those in the field will immediately answer with a list of the high-end users, such
as laboratory tests of our fundamental models of physics, deep space navigation, the study
of millisecond pulsars, and the like. Of more interest to the real world amy be the uses
for synchronization of wide-band and secure conmunication systems (anything from national
security to the financial security in computer transfer of w n e y betveen banking
organizations). for navigation (from simple but precise posltion location to collision
avoidance systems to oil exploration). and for the management of power flow in electrical
power grids. In the area of metrology, for many quantities of interest there exist
transducers that vi11 cast the measurement into a frequency measurement. These transducers
are ofken rather insensitive. for example, one may get only a fractional frequency change
of 10- IK in a temperature transducer. But the extreme ease with which one can measure
frequency with precision still makes this the method of choice. For similar reasons. there
is a movement in the standards c o m n i t y toward relating other standards to the standard
for time. This has already been done in the case of the redefinition of the meter[S] and
in practice is done for the volt using the Josephson junction[6.7].
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% d e u r l o p n t of suiconductor laser diodes for optical e-ications
and coapact audio
disks hu u d e possibls th. first f u n d u n t a l than#* In .talc ku. frequency standards
tachnolqy in 30 yrrrr. Briofly, thr coacapt u k a r W. of lrrrr ihbucrd optical
into th. dsrirad mtatet81. This is in
transitions within the a t o w to unipulata th.
contrast t o the traditional Stern-Garlach U p e t i C Itate S ~ h C t i o nthat just selects those
large increase in the
atthat h p p a n to start in ths right state. The result Is
utilisation of the availabl. a t o d C f l u x . mi*,in t u n . translates into s large
in the short term stability of the standard. Corraspondingly. t b long t a m
improv-nt
stability and accuracy are irprovsd by the elhinathft of the Stern-Cerlach magnets which
.llows m c h better control over Systematic errors. This technology is developing rapidly
and the first laboratory standards to use it will be goins t h r w s h initial evaluations in
t h next year[9-11]. It should result in about an order-of-ugnitude improvement in both
and stability ovar sxisting standards.
W e n the full potential Of this technology becomes available to c-rclal,
field-portable
standards, the impact will be equally dramatic. Usin8 the possibility for self evaluation
-11
standards
under
microprocessor
control
will
be able to
allowed by this t.chnology,
evaluate and control their SYSt-tic
errors. This will result in a stand-alone.
calibration-free capability with an accuracy approaching that of todays laboratory
standards. Unfortunately, significant laser developrnt is mcessary before the total,
user-friendly potmtiJ1 can be realized.
Like a11 previous atomic standards. this new technology will use atoms moving with t h e m 1
velocities. The motion Of the atoms in the measurement apparatus results in Doppler shifts
(both first and second order) which limit the accuracy of the standards. Optically pumped
cesium will probably be the h S t generation of standards to use atoms moving with
velocities corresponding to ambient temperature.
Optically Cooled Atoms
The advent of tunable lasers with their high spectral brightness has brought with it a
number of exciting new possibilities. among them. the possibility to use photon mOmCntum to
mnipulate atomic wmentumt121. If an atomic system c m be cast in such J way that after
absorption of a photon to create an excited state. the excited state must decay back to the
~
original ground state, then the process can be repeated many times. In this way. the ~
but finite momntum of many absorbed photons can be made to add to that of the absorbing
at-.
If the exciting laser radiation is arranged either by geometry or Doppler shift to
interact with the atoms prirmrily when the atomic momentum is opposed to the photon
momentum, then the atomic momentum can be decreased. This process can be used to cool the
a t o m and to dramatically reduce Doppler effects.
The first use of this cooling technology in the realization of the SI unit of time will
probably be some form of the famous but never realized Zlcharias fountainIl3.11]. In this
device, very slow atoms (velocity of a few meters per second) will be injected upward into
the atomic-beam drift tube. Under the action of gravity, they will decelerate and fall
back to near the starting place. I n this way an interaction time of about one second will
easily be achieved. This is about two orders-of-magnitude longer than for thermal be=
standards, and the gain in interrogation time will u p into an equal gain in accuracy and
stability.
A slightly more speculative use of slow atoms in standards involves something we call a

“deBroglie box”. When an atom is moving very slowly, its deBroglie wavelength is large
compared to normal atomic dimensions. As the atom approaches a surface, it should interact
in such a way that it just slowly turns around and goes the other vay with nearly no
perturbation from the wall interaction[lSI. Experiments to test this hypothesis are
currently under way in several labs. If the idea proves correct, one should be able to
store very cold atoms in a box with almost no perturbations. In this case. even longer
interrogation times and higher accuracies can be attained than in a fountain or free,
cooled J ~ Wstandard.
By this point in standards development. the cesium transition’s residrul sensitivity to
rmgnetic fields and its relatively low clock frequency will probably require s change in
the definition of the second. We cannot now say with m y certainty what atomic system will
represant the best choice for the new definition. Ewever, it is possible to predict
several characteristics necessary in such a standard and point to egnerging technology that
is likely t o bz used.
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An atom with one electron "
d (an ion) atill repreaentr t h typ. of q u a n t a rchanical
find suitable for atomic tin and frequency referencar. purtt,.-re,
oscillator t h t
it
a rtrong couloab handle by which i t can k held in an *hetrougn*tic trap for
jndefinitr perioda. Rerearch has * h e a d y *hom t h t ruth trapp.d ions,lgoO1rd by laaerr,
hJve the potential for control OJ rysturtic mrrorr at the parts in 10
ieW1 and
..herent
interaction timer of 10 -conda have k e n demonstrated. To uae Chi. level of
Jccuracy in a finite " f p - y g
ti- W i l l probably require clock tranrition frequenciel in
the optical region (10
to 10
Hz). This In turn. will require nev frequency masUr'CIDCnt
technologies. Techniques for these meaSUCe"ntS are presently k i n g studied
experimentally.
Dissemination
fie methods for disseminating the advanced accuracy and stability of these nev standards to
users form a necessary adjunct to the development of the standard. themselves. Earth
orbiting satellites provide the basis of the required systems.
m e navigation syatem of military ratellitas called the Global Poaitioning Syatlllp (cm)
provide vorldvide timing accuracy to at least 10 naI171. In thia system, the ground
are passive receivers of a timing signal originating in the on-board atomic
pulaas from the
clocks. Whcn the receiving stations compare their clocks vith c-n
satellite, the on-board clock errors cancel. The resulting t i r transfer accuracy i r
limited only by ionospheric propagation difference. along the aignal paths to the tu0 end
stations. To achieve the full accuracy and stability of this ryatem requires several day
averages over several satellites.
~n evolving technology called "two way time transfer" requires active ground stations
relaying timing signals through conmcrcial colrmnication satellites. Exchanging timing
signals in both directions through the satellite, it is possible to nearly perfectly cancel
all of the path and system delays. Such systems have already demonstrated
preciaion of
20 ps in a 100 second averaging time and it is thought that subnanosecond timing accuracy
vi11 be achieved in the near futureIl8).
Sumrury

The coming application of laser technology to the realization of the SI unit of time vi11
have a dramatic impact. Laser induced optical state selection and detection is about to
advance time keeping accuracy by about an order of magnitude. The rapidly developing field
of laser cooling of atoms and ions could soon be in d position to contribute to future
stand ds. A fountain of cold cesium atoms could lead to a standard vith accuracy of parts
in 10".
Beyond that, it may be possible to hold very cold atoms in a deBroglie box for
still higher accuracy. The ultimate standard may well be an optical transition in a laser
cooled, trapped ion. Present analysis indifgte that the systematic errors in such a
standard could be controlled to parts in 10

.

The advancing techniques of satellite time transfer (GPS c o m M n viev and "tvo vay") vi11
continue to allov the full use of time-keeping accuracy in nonstandards labs throughout the
world.
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